It is all about the location when you are booking
an accommodation for a city or a business trip.
However, your ideal hotel should have more than
just a great address – it should also offer a taste of
the city you are visiting. Where you stay always
has a huge influence on your city trip.
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StaY & Sleep

Hotel Dom

TouchBed City Apartments

Hotel Militärkantine

Hotel Vadian

The rooms in this hotel are well-structured, spacious and equipped with great
comfort. It’s just a few steps away from
the abbey where you can find the UNESCO World Heritage cathedral. The
Hotel Dom offers work to people with a
slight mental or physical disability.
Webergasse 22 | hoteldom.ch

Whether for a few nights or several
weeks, they offer you a cozy temporary
home. From a comfortable studio to an
exclusive loft. The house is located in
the centre of the city of St. Gallen, only
a few metres from the abbey district of
St. Gallen.
Mühlensteg 10a | touchbed.ch

This art nouveau building was built in
1902. The rooms are very spacious, individual and minimalistic. Enjoy the
beautiful surroundings while having a
bath in the middle of your room. It is
near the train station (about 10 minutes
walking distance) and very calm.
Kreuzbleicheweg 2 | militaerkantine.ch

This hotel exists for centuries and was
originally a merchants’, travelers’ stop
and a place of shelter for the needy.
Moreover, the location is fantastic –
just across the square from the popular
abbey library.
Gallusstr. 36 | hotel-vadian.com

Youth Hostel

Hotel Einstein

It’s a very clean, quiet and peaceful
hostel with very helpful staff. It is a little bit outside the center. You’ll have a
really nice view from the terrace. From
the dining room, you can see the Lake
Constance. The rooms and the shared
bathroom are clean and tidy.
Jüchstr. 25 | youthhostel.ch

The Hotel Einstein is located at a short
distance of the essential attractions of
St. Gallen. If you’re on a business trip,
this hotel is what you need. The rooms
are cozy, and the food in the restaurant
on the rooftop is delicious.
Berneggstr. 2 | einstein.ch
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